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Context
2021, Portugal

January surge in Covid 19 cases - nationwide lockdown with
schools closed after ‘lighter’ Christmas increased cases.
After 15th of February - steady reduction of cases.
People eager for opening. A lot of speculation on what terms?







Timeline - 25/02/21 

11H15

First Tweet mentioning the Plan 
without an image of it. 

12H05

Local newspaper shares Plan 
on its Facebook Page.

10H??

False plan starts circulating in 
WhatsApp

11H47

User asks VOST.PT via Twitter 
if the plan is fake.

12H10

VOST.PT tweets clarifying the 
plan is FAKE. 

12H32

First Media Outlets start 
clarifying the plan is FAKE. 

32 minutes 18 minutes 5 minutes 12 minutes



Course of action

Debunk

Full cooperation with other 
entities.

Text and VISUAL 

Multiple channels

Content for multiple 
platforms.

Identify

Civil society calls out on VOST

Collecting fruits from image / 
brand associated with 
accuracy and civil 
engagement. 

Confirm

Direct contact with 
government 

Relationship built - support 
building 1st Government 
Covid19 Information Website





What now?

Impact Lessons
Learned



The aftermath
Researchers take the lead

Online inquiry (n=3350) for 48h + Collection of posts

Inquiry disseminated - Several channels including Polígrafo, TV 
News and Influencers

Posts collected - Crowdtangle, Twitter API



The reach of the plan vs debunking
Post collecting



Direct 
message

Group

Where did you see the PLAN (posing as real) for the first time? ?INQUIRY



How many times did you see / receive  the plan (posing as real?) ?

more than 3 times

3 times

2 times

1 time

INQUIRY



Did you receive / see the DEBUNKING? ?

No

Yes



How long between the plan posing as real and the DEBUNKING? ?

Don’t know

Over 60 minutes

Between 30-60

Between 10-30

Less than 10 min



Some lessons, new 
questions

◇ Why did the debunking WORK?
￭ Cooperation citizens / civil society / media / government
￭ Subject
￭ WhatsApp
￭ Existing networks of people

◇ The dangers of WhatsApp 
￭ No moderation
￭ Less data - harder to identify, less impact assessment
￭ Speed vs capacity to respond

◇ Platform moderation vs citizen moderation?



Thank you! 
https://linktr.ee/ineswnarciso


